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PREFACE
The introduction of electric blasting caps ha.ving delay inter-
vals of the order of one-half to one second proved of advantage in
many aspects of umerground mining, particularly developnent l'I"ork"
Their use spread, untU they now supersede fuse-arxi-cap firing
wherever possible. Split-second delay lectric blasting caps are
a comparatively recent development from conventional delay caps.
They have been found of practicable use in quarrying operations,
and have been applied in many phases of undergromd mining. While
evid nee. to show that short-delay firing in quarrying is more ef-
ficiEl'lt than instantaneous firing, is becoming increasingly conclus-
ive, it remains to be proved that split-second delays are more effec-
ti than convmtional delays in underground operations. Being CQl-
eerned with the lack of such evidence in favor of spllt- eoom del
caps, Mr o F. S. Elfred, Jr•• General Manager, Western Cartridge Com-
pany, suggested that th testing of these caps be introduced into
the research program of the Missouri School of Mines and Metallur •
As one phase of this program, the author, under the guidance of Dr.
J. D. Forrester, carried out a series of tests designed to c anpare
the results of split-second and regular delay firing, at the Exper-
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A comparatively recent developnent in th field of bla.sting
detonators is the Split-second or illi-second Delay Electric
Blasting Cap. Althougp this type of blasting cap is reported to
have been succ,essfully applied t~o some underground mining oper-
ations, little evidence sUbstanti.ating the claims of the various
manufacturers has been published; and it j.B believed that these
cla..:i.Jns may have been d rived more from theoretical considerations
than fro actual re earch.
The advantag~es of Split-second Delay' E. B. Caps o'ITer Regular




(2) mark d reduotion of Ilbootl gall;
(3) prevention of "out-offs", and hence elimination of dYJ:l-
amite in the Ilmuck-pUe"j and,
(4) decreased concussion and vibration.
It ha.s been the purpose, therefore, of the research herem
desoribed to assess the efficiEncy of Split-second Dela.y Caps as
compared with that of Reg~'3.r Delay Caps in the underground mining
of 1" eston •
,---------------------,--------,--
(1) E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Blasters' Handbook, P. 88
and PP. 1 - 7.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
(1)
History of the Development of BJ.a.sting Caps
One of the far-reaching discoveries of Alfred Nobel was the
invention of a reasonably safe and efficient blasting cap, which
was designed to detonate explosive with the safety fUBe invented
by the Englishman, William Bickford, in 1831. Nobel l s bl sting
cap was a capsule, first of tin, but later of copper, containing
mercury fulminate. The mercury fulminate was subsequently used
in a mixture with pot ssium chlorate. However, it became desir-
able to produce a cheaper, more efficient, and safer c p without
the use of mercury fulminat::.e. Composition caps were a step tcr..rards
this end. The first canposition caps employed a primr of fulmin-
ate, and a base charge of tetryl. Tetry'l explodes with hi h vel-
ocity, and will detonate many explosives a r low sensitivity. er-
cury fulminate was eventually eliminated by the use of lead azide
in the ignition charge. The ignition mixture so obtained ignites
easier and reduces the opporttmity for misfires.
Blasting caps, as used with safety fuse, are still applied in
any mining operations. However, in the initial stages of the dev-
elopmmt of blasting eaps it was souglii to fire them electrically.
The arliest attempts had two bare wires inserted in the cap charge,
and ignition was by means of a spark pissed between the se bare ends.
This type of electric blasting cap was surplanted by 10"1'1' tension,
or bridge-wire caps, such as that invented by H. J. Smith in 1876.
Present d B¥ electric blasting caps, w U.s embodying m.any improve-
ments, still employ this principle.
3.
The instantaneous electric blasting cap provides a means of
firing simult.aneously a ntmbar of charges of h:igh explooive. An
aportant development fro the instantaneous E. B. cap is the d lay
electric blasting cap. Delay caps ar generally used to fire ex-
plosivea in sequence, ani the advantages in their use, over that
of fus and caps, lies in the fact that timing is more accurate,
and that a canplete round C,1I1 be fired without returni.~ to the
face between shots.
Regular Delay cap:s hava a time interval of appraxi.matelJr from
one to two Sl conds. AlthOUgh tm delq period· do not overlap, 1311
caps of a giv n, period do not detonate at Irecisl3ly the same inst.ant,
and it is claimed that this fact is of advantage, since it reduces
(2)
the violence 0 f the blast fo r any givan period of de lay. Such
an advant.age may be questioned on the grounds that some drill pat,-
terns, particularly the pyramid pattern, for optimum results, re-
quire that the cut holes fire as nearly in concert ~ S is possible.
Split-second Delay Eleckic Blasting Caps
split-second delay caps differ essentially from Regular delay
caps in tha.t the delay periods are very short. They contain a de-
1 yelement of design different from that of Regular delays, so
that the time intervals between the application of the curra1t,
and the firing of the successive delays are in the order of hun-
dredtha of a secend. The actual delay intervals, as well as the
(2) ~o
4.
munber of intervals available, vary with the products of the sev-
eraJ. manufacturers (Table I).
In Regular del83' caps the delay interval is determined by the
burning time of the explosive train contained in the cap. Hence,
the delay element increases in length as the delay interval in-
creases. In the split-second delay cap, however, the dela;y ale-
ment is of constant length, the delay interval being obtained by
regulation of the composition of the explosive train. An impor-
tant improvement in the design of regular and split-second delays
(3)
has been the intrcxiucticn of the V~tless principle. Whereas
it was formerly necessary to provide a vent in the cap to allow
the escape of gases evolved during the burning of the delay ele-
mant, the use of an explosive train of su:h a composition that the
small volume of gases evolved may be readily adsorbed, pennits the
caps to be completely sealed.
A cross-aection of a typical delay electric blasting cap is
shom in Figure I. The shell is of nickel-plated gilding metal,
sealed against water and moisture with a pitch water-proofing mat-
erial, and a sulphur closure which is keyed to the metal shell.
The passage of an electric current througp the lead wires causes
the bridge wire, a platinum alloy, to heat and ignite the igniter
compound. This initiates the burning of the dela;y element, which'
is cmtained in a lead tube, detonatim being complete on the igni-
---_._----------_._------------
(3) U. S. Patents, Nos. 1,999,820 (basic patent), 1,989,729,
2,139,581, 1,924,324, 1,971,502, Re19,66l of 1,960,591 •
TABLE I
DelaiV' Intervals of Blasting Caps of Different Manufacture
WESTERN l-1INIMAX. DU PONT HERQJLE5 NO-VENT
VENTLESS DELAY MS CAPS ROCKMASTER CAPS SHORT-PERIOD CAPS
Delay Av. delay Delay Av. delq Delay Av. delay Delay Av. delay
No. mil.-sec. No. mil.-sec. No. mil.-sec. No. milo-sec.
0 10 MS-25 25 0 0 INST. 5
1 32 MS-50 50 1 g A 25
2 60 MS-75 75 2 25 B 50
3 90 MS-l00 100 3 50 C 100
4 130 MS-125 125 4 75
5 170 MS-150 150 5 100
6 210 MS-200 200 6 125
7 250 MS-250 250 7 150
8 300 M5-300 300 g 175
9 350 MS-350 350 9 200
10 400 MS-400 400 10 250
MS-450 450 11 300







tion of the cyclonite base char e. The total firing tilme, i.e.
from the moment of enclosing the electric circuit to the bursting
of the cap, is the sum of the pulse or excitation time, and the lag
time. The pulse time is the time requiJred for the bridge wire to
ignit e the heat-sensitive neterial, am the lag time is the time
(4)
from ignition to detonation. The pulee time ml3iY' be varied be-
tween rather wide limits, comparati ly, by the use of different
combinatioos of igniter composition, and bridge-wire, composition,
diameter, aJ'ld llangth. For this reason it il5 net recolilmended that
caps of differing series, strength, or manufactur be employed. in
the same circuit, lest fallure of one or mera caps occur. This
n,orma.ll;r occurs when hlstantanEr.>us and split-secord delay caps of
differing series are us ed in the same circuit J since the total fir-
ing 'time of one mq be 1n excess of t,he pulse ti e of anl:>tber. The
del~ cap shown in Figure 1 is representa.tive of both regular and
split-secood delqs, for tm latter differ only in composition of
the delay ellement, lilich is of comtant length.
Short-E2riod Delal Firil.1a in Sur.1!£e Minin
In surface mining operations short-period delay firing nay be
obtained, net only pyrotechnically with detonators having the delay
incorporated in them, but also by use of sequence switches in which
the delay is obt:.ained mechanically or elsctrically. There is ample
evidence to show that the employl113nt of short-period dela~ i'irin ,
eith~3r with split-second delay c,aps or sequence s"Jitches, results
(4) Blake, T. G., C'orrespondence with author, May 3, 1950.
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in a reduction in ground vibration.. Also there is evidence
indicative of improved fragmentation ani "back-break" with this
technique, althou~ long-term quantitative trials are essential
(5,6)
before this evidence can become considered conclusive. Many
types of sequence switch, or "split-second timers" as they are
sometiroos called, have been invented and put to use. They are re-
(5) (7)
ported to be in successful use in Great Britain, Unit ed states,
(6,8) (9)
Australia, and Sweden. The principle of short-period fir-
ing has been widely introduced in many parts 0 f til e wor ld. For
example, in New Zealand split-second delays have been ffectively
(10)
employed in hydro-electric constructi OIl.
in Under ound Minin •
Wnile it appears that the use of split-aecend delays in surface
operations is. on the whole, advantageous, the same cannot neceas-
arily be held true for underground mining. Although solid 1'0 ck is
the medium acted 00. in each case, on the one hand. it is exposed on
at least two sides, whereas in a drift it is exposed in only one
plane.
(5)
Messrs Fish and Hancock state:
The early trials with short delay detonators took
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Williams, Dr. G. J., Correspondence with author, April h, 1950.
9.
comparable "lith those obtained from ttB use of ortho-
dox one-second and half-second gasless del~ detonators.
There was e vidence of improved fragmentation, but this
advantage was largely of fset by greater throl" of debris.
There have been SOllll reports of the successful application of
split-second d lay caps in und rgound mining, nevertheless. It is
to be understood that t e use of any mechanical or electrical means
of Short-period delay firing underground is impracticable, because
of th3 almoot certain liklihood of leg wires being severed by th
initial shots.
Split-second del~s were used in enlarging two shaft stations
o the New J rsey Zinc Company' B min at gdensburg, ew Jersey, and
good fragmentation, negligible vibration, and clean breaking re
(11)
r ported. In these cases the delay ps were us ad in conjunc-
tion with diamond-drill blast-hol s. 1-1/8 incb x 8-inch cartridges
of 40 per cent spec al gelatin wer us d. Details of each bla
are sho'Wl'l in T 1 II.
TABLE II
Station 1 station 2
Initial dimensions 7.3 1 x 27' X 52 1 11' X 30' x )81
Enlarged dimensions 3.6' x 27' x 52' 7' x 7' X )81
Dept h of holes 54' 39'
Number of holes 6 25
Tonnage/fo t drilled 1,,42 1.05
Lb. po er/ton broken 0.39 0.60
(11) auerwein, F. W. and Ha ting s, W., EngineeriIlg and Mining
Journal, Vol. 151, No.5. P. 85, ay, 1950.
10.
This operation, being essentia.l~ stripping, is wholly com-
parable with surface mining coniitions, and the results ther fore,
cannot be considered representative of thoa obtainable in tmd.er-
ground blasting generaJ..~. SimiJarly , the use of split-seconi
delays in stope blasts might be expected to give improved results
over conventional delays and fuse-and-cap firing. In fact, Inland
(12)
Steel Company has reported an increase in blasting efficiency
and a lowering of over-all stoping costs through the use of split-
secorrl delay caps. Prior to their use, the instantaneous firing of
groups of stoping holes gave ris e to d mgerous vibration in pill s
and the backs of stapes. Heme it appears Mat split-aeeom d lays
may prove us ful in improving dangerous stope conditions and over-
all blasting efficiency in stoping.
While driving a ventilation raise at tre Mount Weather Testing
Adit of the Mining Division, U. S. Bureau of Mines, experiments have
(13,14)
been carried out with various drill patterns. Beginning with
a conventional wedge-type drill pattern, the cut holes were actually
eliminated l.U1til a drill pattern haviq;J; no cut holes was evolved.
These drill patterns are compared in Figure 2. Not only were cut.
holes eliminated, but an unorthodox method of firing with split-sec-




Edwards, R. ., The Explosives Engineer, Vol. 27, No.3,
p. 82, May-June, 1949.
Agnew, W. G., Mini Congress Journal, Vol. 35, No. 10, P. 30,
October, 1949.
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firing order the middle row of holes is fired with a delay inter-
val greater than that for out er rows. In the ns.ssive epidote and
chloritic greenstone in which the raise is driven, the unorthodox
firing order gave excellent results. The round broke clean with-
out bootlegs, and the fra@Ilentation was improved o Further experi-
IDe,uta a.re baing carried out at the Bureau of Mines Testirlg Station
to augment the te sts already made.
13.
THE EXPERIMENTAL MINE AND EQUIPMENT
The research was conducted at the Experimental Mine of the
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, situated l~ miles 'West
of Rolla. The underground vrorkings of this mirle. shown i..'1 plan
in Figurl3 3. have been driven from an adit EI1.try in til e School
Ledge of the Jefferson City dolomite. This formation is a dolo-
mitic limestone containirg nodules of chert, and with well defined
bedding planes. It is characterized by rather high resilience caus-
ing itt 0 be diffic ult to break readily from til e solid. It has the
(15)
following gelllEl' al physical characteristics:
Specific gravity • • • • 2.801
Porosity • • • • • • • • • • • .13.00 :t
Ratio of absorption • • • • • 5.341
Weight P3r cu. ft. • . • • • • . • • • 152.2 lb.
Transverse strength •• • • • • • •• 851.3 psi
Tmsile strength • • • • • • • • • • • 220.0 psi
Crushing strength
On bed • • • • • • • • ••••• 486.7 psi
On edge. • • • • ••9161.0 psi
Drilling was begun in Drift No.2 west using a Cleveland pneu-
matic-feed drifter, Model PD24. mounted on a pneumatic column. This
machine was latler changed for an Ingersoll-Rand JB4 cradle-mounted
Jackhammer, because it was easier to handle by a single operator.
One inch hollow hexagonal drill steel was used with Ingersoll-Rand
l~-inCh diameter Jackbits. The same size Jackbits were used on all
steel changes to produce uniform hole diameter.
(15) Buckley, E. R. and Buehler. H. A•• The Quarrying Industry, Mis-
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The broken rock from blasting was loaded into one too side-and-
end dump cars with an Eimco l2-B RockerShovel. These cars l-rere hand-
trarrull3 d to the spoil dump, or the gri zzlies for sizing. Compressed
air for drilling and loading was furnished by an Ingersoll-Rand die-
sel-driven two-stage ccrnpressor.
Blasting SUEplies
Because of the "springy" nature of the rock it ,oms deemed ad-
visable to use one 0 f the slOtter explosives. 50 per cart. Special
Gelatin was coosen. This is not quite as vater-reslstant as other
ammonia gelatins, but the fuming characteristics in the 3O-S0 per
cent grades are excellent, am it is sufficient ly water-resistant
for general underground use. "Liberty" brand 50 per cent Special
Gelatin in l-inch x 8-inch cartridges was furnished free of charge
by Olin Industries, Inc., through the courtesy of Mr. F. S. Elfred.
Western Ventless (regular) DellW E. B. caps and Western Vent-
less Minimax (spiit-second) Del~ E. B. caps, both of No.6 strength
and with S-foot le g wires were also furnished free of charge by Olin
Industries J (Plate I). Table III shows tl'J! timi~ specifications on
the Ventless Minimax Delev caps. Note tha t zero minimax. de1ays may
be used in the ventless delay series.
In the manufacture 0 f the se caps they are held in a metal p1ate
while the igniter mix and other componEnts are added. Productioo con-
trol tests are made on each plate 0 f caps loaded. A lIset-uplt test is
made on each lot of delay ignit er mix :prepared, and on the igniter
mix at th e beginning of each working shift in th e production plant.
•
17.
Five caps are loaded and fired on each test, and the average of the
five shots must be ....rithin the limits given in column I of Table III,
lidth no individual shot s out side th e limit s in column III • Five
caps are removed from each plate of 200 caps loaded, and fired for
timing. The average time IRust be within the limits given in column
II of Table III, with no individual shots outside the limits given
in column III. All tests are made with a current of 1.0 ampere.
Table IV ShO\'lS the results of timing tests made on caps represen-
tative of those used in the test s at the Experimental Mine. An add-
itional 15 shots were fired with these caps, the results being lab-
eled IIField" results and shown in Table IV.
TABLE III
Specifications on inimax Delay Cae,s
---- . -~ - .-
I II TIl
Minimax set-up Control Individual
Delay Average Average Extremes
No. (mllli-sec~nd5) _ (milli-seconds) (milli-se~on.ds)
-
0 10 2: 5 5-15 4-30
1 32 ± 5 24-42 15-60
2 60 :t 5 49-72 30-90
3 90 ± 5 79-107 60-130
4 130 ± 10 114-147 90-170
5 170 i 10 154-187 130-210
6 210 ! 10 194-227 170-250
TA,BLE IV
Timing Tests on Ventless M}nima.x Delay E, B, Caps
. i.max
set-up Control FieldDelay (milli-seconds) Aver. (milli-secorns) Aver. (mi11i-second 5) Aver.No,
Zero 13 11 1.412 13 13 11 12 12 II 12 12 li ~ H H t~ ~ it 14 13
1 24 26 28 31 27 27 28 30 26 28 26 28 30 29 25 27 27 29 24 26 27
26 26 26 24 27 26 27
2 f:fJ 56 70 73* 66 65 56 70 49 ·58 66 60 66 53 56 63 f:J:J 53 53 70 57
56 54 46 f:fJ 56 56 49
3 90 85 96 72* 102* 89 96 100 95 86 106* 97 92 96 90 86 86 96 102* 96 93
101 96 91 83 96 88 96
- .--
4 114 120 130 140 138 U8 129 132 138 126 141 134 120 116 124 130 125 143 118 113 120
120 114 120 126 111 124 102*
5 169 158 166 176* 161 166' 162 174 163 180* 181* 172 161 168 166 169 166 171 176* 166 169
166 170 172 174 170 159 173
6 204 199 206 218 2ll 208 204 212 188 206 188 200 196 183 186 190 190 187 176* 208 193





Similar tests were carried out on th e ccnventionail. ventless
delay caps used in the research, the specifications being shown
in Table V.
TABLE V

















The set-up test for Ventl.ess Delay Caps consists
of 5 shots from each of 3 four foot delay tubes charged
for each new batch of delay powder. These shots are
made for o. 10 delay period which has a timing spec-
ification of 8.3 to 9.3 seconds. Individual shots must
be within this range end the average of the 15 shots
must be within the limits of 8.6 to 9.0 s8coms. Delay
tubes for the desired delay period are cut and assem-
bled. Ten shots are then made and the timing must be
within the specification limits. One cap, from each
production plate of 200 caps, i fired, and the timing
must be within limit s for the particular delay period.
All tests are made with a current of 1.0 ampere. (16)
From inspection of Table IV it will be noted tl:at if certain
caps (those marked with asterisks) 'Were wired into the same circuit,
the following would occur:
(a) One No.3 delay wuld fire at 72 milli-secoms, and one
(16) Blake, T. G., Carre pondence with Dr. Forrester, Jan. 19, 1950
TABLE VI
Timing Tests on Conventional Ventless Dela.yr E. B, Ca:e,s
-~~
Vent less Set-up Field
Delay No. (sec orx:l s) Average (seconds) Average
-
-
1 0.56 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.57 0.59 0,60 0.63 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.52 0.60 0.58





2 1.61 1.48 1,50 1.47 1.52 1,50 1.33 1.47 1.38 1.39 1.50 1.49 1.52 1.411- 1.47
1.42 1.50 1.45 1.53 1,53 1.54 1.56 1.45 1.43 1,44 1.44- 1.63
-
-..
3 2.25 2.27 2.18 2,15 2,23 2,26 2.30 2.35 2.37 2.33 2.33 2.30 2.35 2.34 2.35
2.29 2.30 2.37 2.30 2.26 2.37 2.42 2.40 2.20 2.28 2.46 2.35
~
4 3.04 3.03 3.02 3.10 3.14 3.11 3.18 3.05 3.20 3.1.8 3.12 3.00 3.1l~ 3,22 3.10
3.18 3.07 3.16 3.13 3,19 3.12 3.10 3.06 3.02 3.10 3.11 3.00
_.
-
5 3.64 3.80 3.73 3.70 3.80 3.80 3.76 3.75 3.79 3.79 3.82 3.90 3.81 3.83 3.80




No.2 delay at 73 milli-seconds.
(b) Three No.3 delays and one No.4 delay would fire at
102 milli-seconds.
(c) T\'IO No.5 delays and one No.6 delC\V w:>uld fire at 176
milli-secom s.
(d) One No. 5 delay and one No.6 del/3¥ would fire at 181
rnilli-secorrl s, while one No. 5 delay \«)uld fi. re at 1$0 milli-sec-
ands.
This occurrence has been termed "overlapping of the delay
periods", or merely lIoverlapll, and is believed responsible for
anomalous failures in :some of the drift tests.
Table VI shows the set up tests and field tests respectiveli,
for Ventless Delay caps.
SOl3lB l~o. 6 Instantaneous E. B. caps were used in the testa.
Twenty-five random samples of these caps were tested at the pro-
duction plant for total tins at a current of 1.0 ampere. These
timing tests are shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII
fatal Firing Time in Mil~~~
12.19 14.89 13.35 13.80 12.51
13.96 17.94 13.67 11.50 13.58
14.35 ll.~n 11.49 12.26 13.02
1l.93 1l.97 12.59 12.93 14.20
11.33 13.09 11.70 12.62 14.48
Average 13.05
DRILLING AND BLASTING TECHNIQu~
Attempts ""ere made to drill all holes of such a length that
they would end in the same plane, so that the round on blasting,
if "pulled" completely, would leave a straight face. Hence all
the holes of anyone round, particularly if the face were irregu-
lar, ,."ere not necessarily of the same length.
The 1" x 8 t1 cartridges were effective~ tamped without slit-
ting, and no stellmling was employed in the tests. Caps were primed
according to standard practice, and the primer cartridge placed
midway L'1 the string of cartridges in laach hole. This position for
the primer cartridge was arrived at by trials in the initial tests.
It was found that if the primer cartridge were placed at or near
the back of the hole, there was a tendency for the leg wires to be
broken during subsequent loading and tampin. Moreover, one or
more cartridges cou.l be ejected from the drill-hole without ex-
ploding, under these circumstances. Such an occurrence would be
due to inade uate tamping, but this possibility could not be over-
looked. For reasons of safety it is undesirable to place the primer
cartridge in first or second place from the c ollar of the hole,
since explosive m83' be left in the bootleg, and thus prove ha.zard-
ous when drilling.
All caps were tested individually with a galvanometer before
being wired into the circuit, and the entire circuit s tested
.after wiring. 500 feet of enameled, rubber-and-composition-cov-
ered, 14-gauge copper wire was used as lead wire for firin , with
a lOO-cap push-down type blasting machine.
23.
OUTLINE OF PROBLEM
The work evaluating split-second delay caps was initiated
at the suggestion of Mr. F. S. Elfred, Jr., General Manager, Ex-
plosives Division of Olin Industries, Inc., with the view that such
ret;carch should be of interest, not only to t he manufacturers of
blasting caps, but to the mining industry as a whole. It "laS de-
cided that experiments be ccoiucted to determine any difference in
oradation and volume of the broken rock resulting from any given
(17)
blast, by using different types of blasting cap.
Hence, it was planned to use reguJar delay and split-second
delay caps in a number of drift rourrls using several standard
types of drill pattern. For proper analysis of the results it
was considered essential. that the only variable in the tests should
be t he blasting caps. To this end comparative teats w e conducted
at the Experimental Mine, using four drill patterns. In addition,
a number of additional. tests were carried aut to determine the effec-
tiveness of split-second delays used in different ccmbinations.




The data collected for analysis of the effectivene 55 of the
several drift round s included- the following:
(1) Explosive consumption and distribution.
(2) Number, type and distribution of blasting caps.
(3) Distance advanced.
(4) Tonnage of rock broken.
(5) Size analysis of the broken rock.
(6) Throw of the rock from the face.
(7) Drift face dimensions.
Explosive oonsumption
The cartridge count of 50 per cent special gelatin in I-inch
(18)
by 8-inch sticks is listed as 145 per 50-pound case. However,
it was found that the number actually varied from 145 to 153, and
so an average figure of 150 cartridges per case was employed in
the calculations. Any cartridges found in the "muck-pile" were
deducted from the total number loaded to obtain the values listed
in Table XII for pounds of explosiv€ effective.
easurement of advance
The simplest and most obvious means of determining this value
is by a direct measurement of the distance advanced, by the cmter
of ·the face. However, because of the gI"eater amount of "bootleg"
(18) Olin Industries, Inc., Handbook of Explosives Products,
PP. 12 and 50.
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in trim, back, and lifter holes, than in the cut, burn and relief
holes, this method invariably gave a figure somewhat higher than
was actually the case. Although this measurement "ras taken in all
cases to afford a check, the figure actually used was that obtained
by difference between th«a average depth drilled and the average
depth of resulting "bootlegs." In many individual cases, particu-
larly of cut, burn, or relief holes, "bootleg" depth was unobtain-
able because of the shearing of the f ace along bedding-planes.
Neverthele ss sufficient measurements were obtainable in every test
to afford an accurate value for advance.
Determination of tons broken
Since facilities were not available for the weighing of indi-
vidual cars, each car was loaded to a uniformly heaped capacity,
which was then taken as 2000 pounds, this figure having been ar-
(19)
rived at by previous ex erilmnt.
~ng of the b..roken rock.
Sine e it was not feasible to 51 ze all the brokal rock from a
round, cars were selected periodically for dumping on the griz-
dies, (Plates II and III) which sized to phs 12 inches and plus
4 ches. At first every third car was run over the grizzlies,
but as facilities for handling the undersize became less adequate,
the interval between sized cars was increased to five. The second
or tbird car loaded was a.rbitrarily taken as the first ca.r to be







View of the 4.-inch and l2-inch grizzliBs, and the.
weighing seal s (partly ooncealsd).
sized, in order to avoid the material at and beyond the "toefl of
the "muck-pile", which 1'laS not considered truly represEntative of
subsequent cars. Thus it "JaS usu to size a minimum of three cars
?8r round, and as mi~~t be expected the percentage of oversize in-
creased as the face "f3.S approached.
Because of the bedded character of the rock, fragrr~nts were
abnost always of a "slabby" nature. This presented difficulties
in sizing, in t.hat all slabs, less than 4 inches thick, could con-
deibably pa~jS through the h-inch grizzly. However, it was reas-
oned that since the "muck" had to fall through a distance of 5 or
6 feet before reaching the 4-inch grizzly, thus clJviating cushian-
ing by fines, the opportunity of oversize fragments fOr passage
through the grizzly bars by presenting themselves at the right
i:lllgle was very nearly the same in all cases.
Many of the customary criticisms of sizing and sampling tech-
niques ID.a\V be levelled at this particular operation, and it is ad-
mitted that· errors have been introduced which affect the quantita-
tive accuracy of the size analyses. -Nevertheless it is believed
that these errors are sufficiently constant, in each case, for C<ml-
parative purposes, and that the method used closely simulates oper-
\
ating practice.
Measuremen t of t:hr.'?~.
This was a simple, direct weasurement taken from the fresh
d ift face to the Ittoe" of the "muck-pile." The "toe" was usually
wall efine , being the point at which the track began being cov-
ered with debris. Although fragments ",ere normally scattered be-
yond this point, their distribution was too haphazard for accurate
measurelllent, and they represented only a negligible percentage of
the b~lk of the broken rock.
Drift face dimensions.
Measurements of the a.verage width and average heigJ:lt of the
drift face were taken to check on the variation from the standard
dimensions of 7 feet by 6 feet, and thus detect any possible anom-
alies in tonnage.
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AN LYSIS OF DATA
The loadin6 of the various rounds, and the type, numbar, and
distribution of the delays are listed in Tables VIII, IX, X, and
XI; while result and analyses are shmVTl in Table XII. The assess-
ment of the effectiveness of any round. must be made from the fol-
lo\vlng four factors:
(1) Adva.nce.
(2) Fragmentation, or :::.i ize am.lysis of the broken rock.
(3) Breakage, or tons of rock broken per pound of explosive.
(4) Throw.
It is obvious that advance is a functi on of breakage, and so
breakage, fragmentation, and throw, taken together represent the
effectiva energy available in any given blast.
Although it was desirable to have no variables in the compar-
ative tests, other than the caps themselves, limitations of time.
experience, and equipment resulted in some variation in drift dim-
en3ions, as may be noted in Table XII. For th e tonnage value s this
resulted in anomalies, which were reflected in the figures for break-
age 0 To overcome the lack of utility in the actual breakage figures,
as far as their use for the judging of the effectiveness of the
rounds is concerned, a figure termed "effective breakage" was deter-
mined for each test. This figure W3.S obtained by the use of a ton-
nage va,lue calculated. by empirical means, i.e.,
Effective tonnage broken 0= advance (ft) x 61 x 7' x 152.2 Ib/c .ft.
2000 lb.
Hence "effective breakage" is "effective tons broken" per poutd
of explosive. The extent to which variation in the burden placed
on trim, back, and lifter holes may affect the footage advanced,
is possibly a matter for conjecture. It is considered by the
author, however, that the advance is dependent primarily on the
effectiveness of the cut and relief holes. In cases of wide var-
iation in the height and width of the drift, overall advance may
conceivably be affected by the increased "bootlegs" on trim, back,
and lifter holes due to too much burden being placed on them, since
these "bootleg" depths are inc1uied in the average used to obtain
a value for advance. It is thought that the only such instance
which may have occurred in the tests is in Round No.7 t where the
average width was only five feet.
The eft ct1ve breakage is visualized~ therefore, as being
ideal, in that its calculation employs only one variable, viz.
advance. The v ue of the effectiveness of any round may now be
judged by the three factors: effective breakage, fra~entation,
and throw. The use of three indices is rather undesirable, for
it is difficult to estinate the degree of importance which should
be allotted to each. However, fragmentaticn and breakage might
well be combined, not only because each is defined by gravimetric
units, but also since it may reasonably be postulated that a high
proportion of the energy not employed in advancing the face, is
used in comminution of the rock already severed fran the face. The
index. of effectiveness, therefore, combining effecti breakage and
fragn entat ion , is termed "effective fine breakage," and may be de-
fined as the effective tonnage of minus four-inch material broken
per pound of explosive.
Each round has been judged on the basis of its effective fine
breakage, and throw. It may be seen from Table XII that the"fig-
ures for throw, particularly for tests in which s~lit-second caps
were employed, increase as the tests proceed. As the work pro-
gressed it became more and more apparent, from inspection of the
"muck-pile," that this was a result of the curvature in the drift.
For the "muck", in its throwaway from the drift face, hit the
north wall of the drift and was thereby impeded in its flight.
Therefore the value s of throw listed, are by no means absolute in
many cases. They are, however, sufficient for comparing the re-
sults of regular and split-second delay firing.
The iJnportance of throw will vary according to circumstances,
am will undoubtedJ¥ be reflected in costs. The disadvantages of
a long throw are:
(1) Increased time of loading broken rock.
(2) Possible damage to timbers.
(3) Possible prolongation of exposure of workmen to hazardous
conditions.
TABLE VIII
LoadirYLof ~Odge-cut and Modified Wedge-cut Drift Rounds and the De1al.~~p1~ed
DRILL-IDLE
Posn. 1 2 3 4 5 ROm ~mg 9 10 11 12 13 14Type No.
Cut 1 left 9 14 12 II 12 12 11 9 12 12 12 11 11 11
1 right 9 14 12 12 12 12 11 9 12 12 ]2 11 11 11
L 1st Relief 1 upper - - 12 12 12 11 11 9 6 9 9 9 9 9
0 1 lower -
-
12 12 12 II 11 9 8 9 9 9 9 9
A 2nd Relief 2 upper 7 12 10 10 10 9 9 7 8 10 10 9 9 9
D 2 lower 7 12/13 10 10 10 9 9 7 9 10 10 9 9 9
I Helpers 4
- - - - - - - - - - -
7 7 7
N Trim 4 - g B 8 8 8 g 8 8 8 8 6 6 6
G Back 1 mid. - 8 g 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 6
2 side
-
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6/7 7/6 4 4 4
Lifters 1 mid.
-
10 12 12 12 11 11 II 11 12 12 10 10 10
2 side
-
8 10 10 10 9 9 9 7/8 12 12 9 9 9
Totu No. of cartridges 46 155 172 17,1 172 163 161 145 153 171 171 170 171 170
Lbe. of explos. effecti.'t'e 10.3 511 57:3 571) 5'Z3 543 53.7 483 510 5~0 5507 5507 57-'J 547
Type of cap used* S S S R S S S S S S R S R R
D Cut 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 inst 0
E 1st Relief - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 inst 1
L 2m Relief 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2
A Helpers





.3 J J .3 4 4 2 5 4 5 4 5
S lower
-
.3 4 4 4 4 .3 .3 .3 4 3 4 3 4
Back mid.
-
J 4 4 4 4 3 .3 3 4 .3 4 .3 4
side
-
4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 6 5 6 5 6
Lifter~ mid.
-
2 .3 .3 3 3 4 4 2 5 4 5 4 5
side
-
4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 6 5 6 5 6
(* s • split-seCOnd; R .. regular) ~•
TABLE IX
Loading of Experimental Drift attern No, 4
and the Delays Employed
DRI HOLE ROUND
Type No. Position 15 16
hock 4 6 5
L Inner Relief 4 6 3
a Out er Relief 4 6 S
A Helpers 4 7 9
D Trim 2 Upper S 9
I 2 Lo..rer S 9
N Back 2 Middle 2 2
G 2 Side 4 5
Lifters 2 Middle 7 7
2 Side 7 S
Tota.l number of cartridges • . . . • 172 176
Lbe. of explcsiv effective
• • • • • • 5S.3 57.3
Typ of E. B. ca.p used* S S
D Shock a 0
E Inner Relief 1 1
L Outer Relief 1 2
A Helpers 2 3
y Trim Upper 4 5
S Lower 3 4
Back Middle 3 4
Side 5 6
Lifters Middle 4 5
Side 5 6
(* S E split-second)
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TABLE X
Loading of EKperimental prill Pattern No, 5
and the Delays Employes
DRILL-HOLE ROUND NO.
Type No. Position 17 18
Centre Burn 1 14 14
Side Burn 2 10 10
Vertical Burn 2 10 10
L Relief 2 Upper top 7 7
0 2 Upper bottom 8 8
A 2 Lower 9 9
D Helpers 2 8 8
I Trim 2 Upper 7 7
N 2 LOlorer 8 8
G Back 1 Middle 5 5
2 Side 5 5
Lifter 1 Middle 10 10
2 Side 9 9
Total numb r of cartridges.
• • • • • • • •
191 191
Lba. of explo i
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 63.7 63.7
Type of delay cap used* S R
Centre Burn 0 0
D Side Burn 1 1
E Vertical Burn 2 2
L Relief 3 3
A Helpers 4 4
y Trim Upper 5 5
S Lower 4 4
Back Middle 4 4
Side 6 6
Lifters Middle 5 5
ide 6 6
(*5 =: split-second; R I: regular)
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TABLE XI
Loading of ~erimental Drill Pattern No 6
DRILL-HOLE ROUND NO.
Type No • Position 19 20
.
Burn 1 Upper 14 14
1 Side 14 14
1 Lower 14 14
L Relief 2 Upper top 9 9
0 2 Upper Bottom 9 9
A 2 Lower 10 10
D Helpers 2 g g
I Trim 2 Upper 8 8
N 2 Lower 8 8
G Back 1 Middle 6 6
2 Side 6 6
Lifters 1 luddle 10 10
2 Side 10 10
Total no. of cartridges 0 . . . • 193 193
Lbe. of explosive •••
• • • • • • • • 64.3 64.3
Type of delay cap used* S R
Burn Upper 0 0
Side 1 1
D Lower 2 2
E Relief 3 3
L Helpers 4 4
A Trim Upper 5 5
y Lower 4 4
S Back iddle 4 4
Side 6 6
Lifters Middle 5 5
Side 6 6
( * S ~ split-second; R ~ regular)
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ROUND NUMBER 1 2 :3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1;3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Type delay cap ~sed * oS S S R S S S S 5 S R S R R 5 S S R S R
Average depth drilled (rt) 6.0 6.0- 5.0 4.7 5.0 5.1 5.2 5~3 5.3 5.4 5.. 2 5<12 502 5.0 5·1 5.2 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.4
Average advance (ft) 2.0 3.0 4.3 3.9 3.8 3.8 4.1 3.5 3.3 4.0 3·9 4J~ 4.0 4.5 402 3.8 4.6 4.l1 4.1 4.8
Average height of face (ft) 7.5 7.5 7.0 7.0 6.B 7.. 0 7.0 7.3 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.4 704- 7.2 7~O 701 6.8 7.i 7.3 7.5
Average width of face (ft) 7.3 7.3 6.5 6.7 6.4 5.5 5.0 5.5 5.3 6.0 6.0 6.0 6~O 6.6 £.0 5.5 5.5 6..3 6.5 7.0
Tonnage broken (shori tons" 12 14 I5 121 11t 11 11 9 I) 1) 1~ 12 r ..1 13t- H! 13 16 15 161{;[
Lb. of explosive effective 10.3 51.7 57.3 57<;0 57.3 54.3 5".7 48.3 51.0 57.0 55.7 55.7 57.0 56.7 58• .3 57.J 63·7 63·7 64 .. 3 64.3
•
Fragmentat ion +12 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3·0 0,0
(per cent) +4" -12" 5.0 2.9 8.1 5.1 H.2 11.6 5.6 8.1 14.0 6.4 5.2 3.8 6.4 a.o 10.,6 1.7 17·3 9.7 13.3
-4." 95.0 97.1 91.9 94.9 87.6 ~ 94·4 91 .. 9 86.0 93.6 94.8 96.2 93.6 92.0 89.4 98.3 82.7 8'L3 86.795 .. 4
Actual breakage (Tons/lh.)
.232 ~244 .263 .218 ,212 ' .205 .228 .176 .228 .233 .278 .211 .308- .Z32 .201 .Z07 ,251 .. 234 .261
Effective breakage -
.186 .24~ .220 .213 .225 .245 .233 e208 .2.25 .225 .265 .225 .255 .232 ...213 .236 .242 .204- .239
Effective fine breakage
.177 .234 .2Q2 ,,203 .197 _.232 .220 .191 ..194 .210 .251 .217 .2,38 .21) .190 .231 .200 .. 177 .2en
ThroW' (ft) 55 58 29 59 65 72 80 81 '82 37 90 4.3 41 1Q5 70 81 48 75 38
Table 12. Results and analyses of drift round tests.
(-,~- S = Split-second dele.ys; ll. =Regular delays)
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
Drift Roums of Wedge or Modified Wedge Drill Pattern
The wedge-cut type of round (Figure 4) is a l7-hole drill
pattern substant ially similar to those previously employed in
(20)
research at the Experimental Mine. The two converging cut
holes are designed to break a sHce normal to the drift face.
The relief holes mew then break to this free face. The center
hole is not loaded, its f\U1ction being to aid the breaking of
the cut.
Rounds 1 and 2 wre drilled to an average depth of 6 feet.
and loaded s sholm in Table VIII. The purpose of the initial
round 'WaS primarily to determine the amount of explosive ne
to break the cut. Hence cut and relief holes were fired separately.
The former failed to break at the first firing, am so were re-
loaded and fir d with the relief holes. The final results were
still una tisfactary (Table nI), and the round was abandoned as
far as the test program was concerned. However, it was established
that 9 cartridges per hole were insufficient to draw a cut 6 feet
deep, and that the relief holes "lere o.f little aid in breaking the
cut.
The amount of explosiva used was increased cons iderably in
Round 2, the cut being loaded to the collars of the holes and 5
c tridges added to each of the relief holes. It is to be noted
(20) Shaffer, L. E. and Noren, C. H., The influence of cartridge
diameter on the effectiveness of dynamite, 'ssouri School
of Mines Bulletin, Vol. 19. No.1.
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FIGURE 4. EXPERIMENTAL DRILL PATTERN NO. I
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(Table VIII) that the loading of trim, back, and lifter holes is
substantially the same as in all subsequent rounds. The effective
fine breakage was low, and so it was decided to modify the drill
pattern by including two additional relief holes, and reducing the
average depth drilled to 5 feet (Figure 5).
The results obtained by using this modified pattern in Round
3 were more satisfactory. Although the advance was not complete,
it was high, and the size analysis of the broken rock shows a very
small percentage of material greater than foor inches. HEIlce to
provide a comparison with the results obtainable with Regular De-
lay caps, Round 4 was loaded and fired under identical corrlitions.
The resulting comparison, 'Which may be drawn betwe n sp it-
second am regular delays, used under like coIXiitions, shows a value
for effecti e fine fragmentation to the advantage of split-second
delays, but a throw to their disadvantage. In detai , split-sec end
delays gave a greater advance, 3 per cent less oversize, but 100
per cent more throw (Table XII).
Round 5 was a duplic ation of Round 3, to check the result s of
the latter, particularly the throw. Comparison of the results of
t ese tw rounds sho,iS, for Round 5, a sharp decrease in tb:! advance I
a 2 per cent increase in oversize, While the throw has increased
slightly (Table XII). TM most likely explanation for this differ-
ence is that "0 rlap" occurred. That such an "overlap" can be
obtained in the shorter dela periods has already been not (p. 21).
Nevertheless the index of effectiveness for Round 5 in which split-
second del s were used, is still somewhat hi er than that for
41 •
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FIGURE 5 EXPERIMENTAL DRILL PATTERN NO.2.
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Round 4, where Regular delays were used.
The six tests following Round 5, viz. Rounds 6 - li, all rep-
l'esent attempts to reduce throw and improve advance by adjustment s
La the loading, and the use of different split-second delay combin-
ations. Since the liwitations of time did not permit the changing
of only one variable per round, several variables were altered at
the same time ltbere it was thought to be expedient.
The reducticn in the loading of cut and relief holes in Roun:i
6 (Table VIII) gave no increase in advance, whereas there was a 7
per cent increase in oversize as compared wi.th Round 5, or a.1Jnost
10 per cent as compared with Round 3. Mcreover the throw was still
high.
In Round 7 the loading of the cut holes was reduced to 11 cart-
ridges each, while the first relief holes were fi..red with the same
delay as the cut. It was hoped by this means to increase the depth
broken in the cut, and so improve the overall advance. The use of
No. 1 delays in place of zero delays gave a longer delay period
between the firing of the cut and second relief holes, thU3 pro-
vidj,ng more time for the cut to clear of broken material. The re-
Its of this blast (Table nI) were a decrease in the oversize
material to approximately 5 per cent, and an advance of 4.1 feet
which was scmemat higher than in the previous three rounds, but
nevertheless stiJJ_ unsatisfactory. It should be noted that although
the value of actual breakage is the lowst obtained to this point J
the effective fine breakage value is almost as high as that of Round
43.
3. This arises almost wholly from the reduction in the drift dim-
ensions. The marked reduction in the "bootleg" of lifter holes in
Round 7 may be attributed to the changing of the delays in the trim,
middle back, and middle lifter holes. In all previous rounds the
upper trims and middle lifter had been fired with No.3 delays,
and the lower trims and middle back with No.4 delays. In Round 7
the former were fired with No.4 delays and the latter with No.3
delays. The firing of the lower trims before the middle lifter
gives a greater free face to which this lifter can break.
As the throw in Round 7 had increased by 8 feet, to the high
figure of 72 feet, (it was not yet apparent that the increasing
throw was due more to the conformation of the drift than to an
changes in the tests) Rour.rls B and 9 war attempts to I' duee throw
by reducin the amount of explosive used, even t hough this might
well mean a reduction in advance •. To this end a total of ]2 cart-
ridges were removed from the cut and relief holes, since it was
assumed that these hol s contribute more to the throw than any
others. However the throw rose to 80 feet in Round 8, and the foat-
ge advanced dropped to 3.5 feet. The distribution of explosive in
the cut and relief holes was changed in Round 9, giving 12 cartridges
to each of the cut holes, and 6 and 8 cartridges to the upper and
lOlier relief holes, respectively. The greater number of "sticks"
placed in the lower 1st and 2nd relief were provid since these
holes h to break against gravity. Although the cut and 1st re-
lief ere given the same delay as in the previous t'h\? rounds, zero.
delays were employed instead of o. 1 delC\Vs. The results of Round
44.
9 were a slight increase in throw, and a reduction in advance to
3 0 3 feet. It was therefore established that the large amount of
thrO\'I obtained by using split econd delays was not a consequence
of the amount of explosive being used. It was found from examina-
tion of the "bootlegs, II that gravitational forces played a negli-
gible part in hindering or aiding the breaking of relief holes, and
so the differential loading of relief holes was discontinued.
As it was likely that overlap may have occurred in the tests
already carried out, Round 10 was fired with the No.2 delay omitted.
Because there were insufficient delays available to omit every sec-
ond delay in the series, the No. 2 del~ was chosen for omission,
since firing of the second relief before or simultaneously with the
first relief holes was considered the most serious 0 rlap which
could occur. It will be noted from Table VIII that the loading of
first and second relief holes was increased to 9 and 10 cartridges
each, respectively.
The results of Round 10 m~ be compared with those of Round 6,
the total amount of explosive in the cut and relief holes being the
same. The advance in Round 10 was 5 per cant greater than in Round.
6, although the fragmentation was substantially the same. Although
is round was designed to avoid overlap there was evidence that the
No. 6 del~ in the left-ham lifter fired earlier than the No.5
delay in the middle lifter. This was deduced from the presence of
a r ant in t he lower left-hand corner of the face. This remnant
was drilled and blasted, the overall results of the roun being ad-
justed to t hose which would have be n obtain d had no overlap occurred.
45.
Round II was fired using regular delays UIXier the same condi-
ticos as in Round 10. However no delays were omitted from the se-
quence since the opportunity for overlap in regular delays is neg-
ligible, by the very nature of the delay periods inherent in them.
The comparison shows (Table XII), to the advantage of the split-
second caps, an advance greater by coe-tenth of a foot, whereas the
use of regular delays gave an increase in -4-inch material of about
4~ per cent, and 52 per cent decrease in the distance the "muck" was
thrown.
At this point it was decided to again modii'y the drill pattern
by sp:!.cing the cut t 1st relief, and 2nd relief holes closer together,
and by the addition of four "helper" holes, as shown in Figure 6.
Rounds 12, 1.3 and 14 were drilled to this pattern, No. 12 being fired
with split-second delays, and Nos. 13 and 14 with Regular delays.
The total amount of explosive used did not exceed the maximum used
in any preceeding round, but it 'WaS re-distrlbuted to give an ade-
quate number of sticks to the helpers. Since only seven delays "lere
available (including the zero delay), none could be omitted to avoid
possible overlap.
Round 13 was fired using No.6 Instantaneous caps in the cut
and 1st relief, in place of zero delays. Onl five other delays were
available at this time necessitating the firing of cut and 1st rel.ie f
holes together. The use of the Instantaneous caps resulted in the
misfiring of the upper 1st relief, the leg wires pr babl having
been cut off by the firing of one or other of the cut or relief
holes. The inadvisability of using caps of different series has
already been pointed out (P. 6). The results of Round No. 13 were
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not used for comparative purposes.
The comparison of Rounds ]2 and 14 shows that the effective
fine breakage of the fanner is well in excess of the latter, al-
though the throw in the case of the split-second del~ round is
more than hrice that for the Re3\llar delay round. The results to
t,lis point show that when no overlap in the delay periods of the
split-second caps occu 5, me results obtained with their use, are
superior to those with Regul:J.r delay cap-s, except insofar as throw
is concerned. However, when overlap does occur their efficiency lIlBiV'
drop below that of Regular delays. (cf. Rounds 3, 4, and 5 and 12
and 14). Moreover, if it is sought to eliminate overlap by the omi.s-
sian of one or more delays fran the series, their effectiveness may
be le ss than that of Regular delays (cf. Rounds 10 and ll).
Drift Rounds._of Unorthodox Drill Patt~
At this point in the I' esearch it was decir:led that although
split-second delays had a sli.;ht advantage over Regular delays
under favorable circumstances, it might be possible to use a drill
pattern similar to that used in raise rounds at the Mount Weather
(13)
Testing Station, by the Bureau of Mines,' and thereby take ad-
vantage of the milli-second timing.
The total energy available in underground blasting is the sum
of that which goes to advance the heading, fragmentation of the
rock, throw of the rock from the face, and the wasted energy expen-
ded into the air, which might loosely be termed "concussion." Throw,
too, very largely represents wasted energy. The fact that such higtl
l~.
throw had been encountered with split-second del~B was one of the
main reasons why it was thought that a drill pattern should be de-
signed for split-second delays themselves.
Under conditions of 100 per cent efficiency in blasting, it
would be e>..--pected that the face of the heading not only be advanced
the whole distance drilled, but that the rock be broken uniformly
fine, and be thrown not further than, say 15-20 feet. These would
be perfect results and thus probably unattainable. As an approach
to this end Experilrental Drill Pattern No.4 (Figure 7) was evolved 0
It was hoped that a pressure v~uld be built up in the rock by placing
and loading holes so that the pressure could be relieved by the su~
sequent firing of other holes, before the rock was fractured or the
pressur dissipated. By this means throw might be vastl reduced
and the overall results improved. Having no cut holes it would eeern
that the rock would collapse rather than be thrown some distanc down
the drift.
Experimental Drill Pattern No.4 was a 28-hole pattern with 12
holes in the cent er of the face. The so-called "shook" holes, which
wer space far enough apart to avoid. their acting as burn holes,
war those which were f' red with zero delays, and which were designed
to stress the rock. The function of the inn r relief, fired with
No.1 delays, was to relieve the stress area, while the outer relief
with No.1 or No.2 delays actually forced the rock from the solid.
The remainmg trim, back, and lifter holes were designed to act in
the orthodox manner.
In Round 15 t e inner and outer reI' ef l'Ier8 both primed wi th
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No.1 delays. This \'.18.8 done to thoroughly ensure that "Gha stress
be relieved be ore dissipitation, in the event this period of dissi-
pitaticn ....las not exceeded b~r the time interval elapsing between the
firing of the zero and No. 1 delays. lthough an advance of 4.2
feet, and a fragmentation 0_ 92 per: cent were attained, the record
throw of 105 feet did not accord ':Iith the theory. It is likely that
the inner relief hole s acted as burn hole 5, and that the large num-
ber of holes fired in such close sequence served to project the br
ken rock well away from the face.
Hence in Round 16 the outer relief holes were fired with No.2
delays, and the loading of the inner relief reduced by 50 per CEnt.
This reduction allowed more cartridges to be loaded in the outer
relief. It mi t be added t t the theory advanced required that
the inner relis f merely fracture the rock, while the outer reli f
remove it from the face. The result s for Round 16 were poor. effec-
tive fine fragmentation being only .190, and t row 90 feet, although
the latter represents some reduction over Round 15.
It was decided to abandon tests with this drill plttern, for
taking the number of holes needed into account, its efficiency was
even lower than that shown by the figures for effective fine frag-
mentation and throw. The author believes that the failure of this
ty'pe of drill pattern and firing order is a ccnsequence of too phy"s-
ieal properties of the limestone J and that it would probabJ.y be more
successful in a mer e brittle, less resilient rock. It cannot be over-
looked that the teists were inadequate in number to prove beyond doubt
that the pattern is ina.pplicable to lilDestone mining, although the
tests pointed that way.
Drift Rounds of Burn Drill Pattern
To conc1.uie the research two sets of comparative tests were
planned, using two substantially different burn patterns. The
choice of suitable patterns from the large variety available was
governed by the f act that only three delay periods were available
for the burn itself. and that it was desirable to use only the most
efficient designs. Experimental Drill Pattern No.5 was a 27-hole
pattern with a 9-hole burn (Figure 8). Four 2-inch holes were
placed en 8-inch centers around the center and initial burn hole,
and their function was to aid in the breaking of the burn. This
symmetrical multiple-hole burn type is recommended as being suit-
able for rock very difficult to break. and for low powder consump-
(21)
tion.
Rounds 17 and 18 were drilled to this pattern. No. 17 being
fire with split- econd delays and No. lS with regular delays.
The total amount of explosive used in each of these rounds was a
trifle higher than that previously employed. but it was deemed n c-
eS9ary to ensure their success. Both were blasted under identical
conditions. The results are sane'llhat difficult to assess. since
Round 18 gave a. greater c:dvance than No. 17 J but a much greater
amount of oversize. J'lrlging by effective fine breakage No. 17 had
a much higher fficiency than No. lS, although the reverse is true
(21) J nklo , R. W., Cycle Planning for Rock Headings, Engineering
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in the case of effective breakage. However. taking throw into
account. Round 18 must be accorded the more efficient.
Experimental Drill Pattern No.6 (Figure 9) was used for
Rounds 19 and 20. This is 25-ho1e pattern with a 7-hole bum,
only th ree holes of which are loaded. The remaining four holes in
the burn are 2-inch holes and are provided as space for the bum
holes to break to. Round 19, fired with split-second delays, was
a pronounced failure, yielding only 4.1 feet of advance, 86.3 per
cent of undersize and a throw of 78 feet. The effective fi ne break-
age was as low as in Round 2, being .177. There was considerable
"bootl g" on all the back holes and on the lower left-MOO lifter.
This was no doubt a result of "overlap" in tb primrs contained
in the middle back hole and either the lower 1 ft-hand lifter or
th middl lifter.
Round 20, fir d with regular delays, did not give outstand-
ing results, but the advance was satisfactory, even though the
percentage of oversize was high. The throw was elas e to the ideal,
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CONCWSIONS
The extent to which throw is disadvantageous to any under-
ground mining operation will depend upon the importance attached
to it in each case. Each case must be dealt with on its own mer-
it s, and the assessment of the importance of throw must ultimately
come from a cost analysis or a safety viewpoint.
If the weight attached to throw in the final index of effic-
iency be equivalent to that for fragmentation and advance, then
split-second caps must be juiged less efficient than regular de-
lava. for it has been shown beyond reasonable doubt that split-sec-
ond delays throw debris much further than do regular delays.
If throw is not considered, then the results of the foregoing
teats may be analysed to reasonably show the following tendenci s
on the part of split-second delays:
(1) In rounds drilled in a V-cut pattern split-sBcom delays
will prove a little more efficient than regulAr delays, if none of
the delS¥ periods overlap.
(2) If overlapping does occur in such rourds split-second de-
lays will, at best, be only slightly more effecti than regular
delays, while in many cases they will be less effective, depending
on the position and number of overlaps.
(3) When delays are dropped from the normal sequence to avoid
overlap. efficiency may decrease to the same level as with re lar
delays, or even below that of r~gular delays.
(4) In rounds of burn pattern split-second delays will be more
effective only in certain tyP3s of burn round, and then on~ as a
consequence of the fragmentation.
(5) The use of split-second delays in unorthodox firing orders
in underground J.imastone mining reduces their effectiveness.
The above ccrlclusions must be viewed with as much caution as
they have been drawn, for it would not be prudent to infer that the
application of split-second delays to underground mining in general
caus s a lowering of blasting efficiency. From purely theoretical
speculation it would s em that their use would be as advantageous
as it has been demonstrated to be' iil surface mining.
Although we knoW' very little ~bout the way or the degree to
which rock is stressed in blasting it would appear almost certain
that split-e cond delays would take advantage of stresses set up in
the rock during firing. This is apparently true in quarry blasting,
but n tire~ different set of drcumstances 1s prevalent in under-
ground bla ting.
7 Blasting in an undergroun development heading is
always tight. There is only one fr~e face ro Ymich the
ground can be broken and this is usually of limited size •
• ••Rounds consist of (1) the cut or burn holes, (2) the
relief holes, and (3) the trim holes. These three type
of holes are fired in rotation, the cut holes to make the
initial opening, the relievers to make the EIllarged open-
ing, nd the trimmers to square up the face to its full
desir dimensions.... The first and. most difficult step
in blasting any heading is to make an opening into the
solid ground, usually in the center of tre face and as
deep as practical to advance the fae at anyone tirrll.
This opening is called the !leut ll or "burn" and although
cuts may be "pulled" by a n er of methods of drilling
and blasting, they all serve the same purpose. namely, to
form a second free face to which the remainder of the holes
in a round can break. It is therefore obvious that th cut
is the most essential part of the round as the re t of the
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holes cannot ~o~sibly "pull", unless the cut comes out
completely. ( 2)
The author believes that split-second delays fail to fulf" 1
their theoretical purpose because the cut or burn has imuffioient
time to cle r of broken debris befo the remaining holes fire.
Evidence in the tests which points to the troth of this statana'lt
is the fact that split-second del~s performed better in V-cut
rounds than they did in burn rounds. Unlike the V-cut whic h 1s
designed to break out a wedge or cone of rock, the burn cut is in-
tend. d to fhatter and pulverize the rock, breaking it into small
fragments which are expelled by t e blast 1 aving a roughly cylin-
(23)
drical opening. Hence if the relief holes in a burn roUDi fir
before the burn is clear of broken rock the're must be, s ana loss of
advance. In V-cut roums, on the other ham, most of the debris
is 8 parated from the face at the moment of severanc. This would
b mor pronounced in drill }:atterns having more than 0 pair of
cut holes, or in pyramid type patterns. In th tests carri out,
evidence to support this view ,..ras the pres oe of "bootlegs" in the
burn which were filled with rook she red along beddin planes. often
to the ext t that they were not e en visible. This s
case in the wedge-cut rounis, but to a lesser degr e.
o the
Th r fo the author considers that split-secom delay caps
should be provided in two seri s J with an int erval of a half to one
(22) E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company Inc 0' ,2£. ill.• P. 223.
(23) E. I. du Pont d Nemours and Company Inc., ,2£. cit., p. 225.
second between the two, such as that shown in Table nne The first
series could be used in the cut or burn, am. the other in the reil f
and trims.
TABIE XIII
Su ested Del Series
D 1 :y Delay- Period
No. Series (seconds)









In the reeearch described vibration and concussion were not
detennmed quantitatively, but the concussion from split-second
delay blasts seamed much greater than that fro reguJar delay
blasts. This is probably true since the final shots from the reg-
ular delay blasts are so muffled by the "muck" as to be barely
audible.
In tests using split-second delays the concussion was quite
violent at the portal of the mine - about 300 feet from the seat
of the blast. The effects then, in a timbered drift, would be
rather undesirable ..
It is readily apparent why the throw should be gre tar with
split-second delS¥S than with regular del~s, for the "muck" which
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becomes airborne with the initial shots is likely to be kept, in sus-
pension, and given more impetus by subsequent shots. It is diffi-
cult to see how it can be reduced in the narrow confines of a drift,
without resorting to radically different drilling patterns or fir-
ing orders.
Much of the advantage gained by split-second firing in the tests
was result of superior fragmentation. Although this was not always
(24)
the case. it has been fOlmd true by other workers. Fish and Han-
cock ha advanced a theory applicable to quarry blasting \bich may
(24)
bold tru for underground blasting:
Figure 10 suggests diagra atically the wt:V in which
short delay b sting could give better fragmentation. When
a shot is fi d in rock, breakage of the grow'ld occurs in
two ways. first, by the original shock of the detonation
and. second. by the subsequent mo ament of the ground under
gas pressure in which the p ces of rock part along cleav-
a.ge planes or are shattered by hitting other fragroonts am
the ground. It is therefore reasona Ie to assume that the
more jostling th t can occur among the pieces of rock, the
more chane s there are of further breakage. In an instan-
t eous blast, were a number of holes are fired simultan-
eou ly, the fragments of rock broken by adjacent holes tend
to mov par el with one another with a minimum of trans-
verse relative movemEl1t. On the other hand, where short
d la;y blasting is used in a row of holes starting, for in-
stance, from the middle and working outwards in series, the
instantaneous holes fom. a cavity across which the next pair
of holes in sequence tend to blast t -tards each other. Hene
there is a tendency fo increased relati transverse move-
ment and greater jostling of the fragments of rock. Such a
theory is upported by the fact that short delay blasting in
tunnel rounds has resul ad in de initely improved fragmenta-
tion. In such cases the instantaneous shots fonn a cavity
into which t e next shots in sequence fire, and so on.
fuat v r the precise mechanism of rock breakage with split-sec-
ond d laiY E. B. caps may be, it is not advisabl to predict that they







































Figure /0. Diagram illustrating the way tn which short
delay firing may {live improved frogmentolion.
will be superior to conventional. dela.Y. caps, without more conclusive
evidence, 'Which is of necessity, of a long-term nature. Also it must
be emphasized that the results of the research carried out by the
author and described herein, may only be applied where the same or
similar conditicns of mining hold, and the same blasting methods
used. In particular the results obtainable with a different size,
strength or speed of explosive may be quite different.
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SUMMARY
To assess the effectiveness of split-second delay E. B. caps
as compared wi.. th that of regular delay E. B. caps, 20 rounds were
drilled and blasted at the Experimental Mine of the Missouri School
of Mines and Metallurgy. To make the canparison pairs of rounds
were drilled and fired under similar conditions, one with split-
second delays ald the other with regular delays. Three standard
types of drill pattern were employed, and Q'le unorthodox drill pat-
tern.
It was foun that split-second delays produced greater thro\'T
than did regular delays, but if throw was not. taken int 0 consider-
ation they en ar lly proved more effectiva than regular delays,
when no ~erlapping of the delay periods occurred. An exception
was in the case of ~ blU"Il round, which "pulled" better with reg-
ul r delays.
The testa advanced the drift 95 feet, consuming approximately
1200 pounds of "liberty" l-inch 50 par cent special gelatin, 280
W stern Ventless Minimax. DelB\V caps, 122 Western Ventless Delay caps,
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